INTRODUCTION

Mercury is one of the most hazardous trace elements in the environment because of its neurotoxicity and its ability to bioaccumulate and biomagnify in food webs, under its methylated form CH₃Hg⁺ (monomethylmercury, MMHg), which poses a direct threat to humans and wildlife (Amap/Unep, 2013, 2015).

In an attempt to assess how the expected Hg emission reduction - following the entry into force of the Minamata Convention - will reflect on Hg concentrations in the human food chain, Wang et al. (2019) investigated the Hg concentrations in biota from an oceanic dataset. They found that in most cases, the evolution of Hg concentration in biota did not follow Hg atmospheric deposition trends, with a divergence more evident in the last two decades. Two factors appear to be at the origin of this lack of correlation: i) the Hg legacy present in aquatic environments, which allows Hg to remain bioavailable for a very long time; and ii) local processes are responsible for Hg speciation conversion and, in turn, its bioavailability. Together, they produce a substantial lag in the response of Hg in biota to external Hg input (e.g., atmospheric emission and deposition). This evidence highlights the importance of Hg legacy in aquatic systems over the expected decrease of new Hg emissions into the atmosphere (Selin, 2014). The Minamata Convention may only have long-term effects; legacy Hg pollution present in the environment could affect humans and wildlife for centuries to millennia because of the long timescales of mercury cycling (Sunderland and Selin, 2013).

The organic forms of mercury [MMHg and dimethylmercury (DMHg)] are usually not released into the environment, but are produced in aquatic environments, mostly by biological processes taking place in a variety of settings, such as bottom sediments, flooded soils, wetlands, oxygen deficient zones of water columns, and settling particles (Ullrich et al., 2001; Benoit et al., 2003; Bravo and Cosio, 2019), and carried out by a variety of microorganisms (Pak and Bartha, 1998; Paranjape and Hall, 2017; Regnell and Watras, 2019).

Despite the importance of sediments in the production of MeHg, several studies (Topping and Davies, 1981; Mason and Fitzgerald, 1990; Eckley and Hintelmann, 2006; Monperrus et al., 2007a, 2007b; Cossa et al., 2009; Lehnherr et al., 2011; Gascón Díez et al., 2016; Soerensen et al., 2018) have shown that a non-negligible fraction of Hg is methylated within the water column of both marine
and freshwater systems, environmental compartments in which this transformation has been underestimated so far.

Growing evidence shows that conditions for the methylation of mercury could exist inside and around micro- and macroaggregates in the water column under both oxic and anoxic conditions (Alldredge and Cohen, 1987; Glud et al., 2015). The marine and estuarine aggregates known as “marine snow” are the most studied so far; however, the scientific focus is slowly turning toward lake environments and “lake snow” (Ortiz et al., 2015; Paranjape and Hall, 2017).

Fish consumption is the primary pathway for human exposure to MeHg, which is a major health concern (Fitzgerald and Lamborg, 2014). Of the global fish production in 2016, 90.9 million tons came from captured wildlife and a non-negligible part of it (12.8%) is represented by freshwater fish (Fao, 2018). The presence of a MeHg production zone in the oxic layers of limnic environments is likely to increase the MeHg uptake by phytoplankton, which represent the base of the trophic chain, and in turn, MeHg becomes available to higher trophic-level organisms.

This endogenic source (production within the water column) of MeHg is an entry point into the trophic chain that may be particularly important in deep lakes because of the great distance between the surface water and the sediments. Using a conceptual transport model, we highlighted the relative importance between the transfer paths created by the presence of these two sources of MeHg (i.e., bottom sediments and settling particles), underlining their effect on the biota MeHg uptake.

**MERCURY METHYLATION AND DEMETHYLATION IN AQUATIC SYSTEMS**

Mercury methylation in aquatic environments is recognized to be mainly related to a biological pathway, in particular to the activity of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) belonging to the class of δ-proteobacteria (Compeau and Bartha, 1985; King et al., 2000). Other bacteria are known to play roles in the methylation process, including some strains of methanogens (Parks et al., 2013; Podar et al., 2015), iron-reducing bacteria (Fleming et al., 2006; Si et al., 2015; Correia and Guimarães, 2017; Bravo et al., 2018), and Firmicutes (Gilmour et al., 2013). A particular gene cluster that is proposed to be essential for Hg methylation has been found in every known methylator. The two-gene cluster *hgcAB* is currently the primary indicator used to detect bacteria capable of methylation (Schaefer et al., 2011; Parks et al., 2013; Podar et al., 2015; Bravo and Cosio, 2019; Regnell and Watras, 2019). Peterson et al. (2020) investigated an anoxic sulfidic hypolimnion lake with shotgun metagenomics to determine the presence of the gene cluster *hgcAB* in the microorganisms’ population. Surprisingly they found that the well-studied sulfate-reducing bacteria only account for the 22% of all the genome coverage, whereas fermenters were the most abundant accounting for more than half of the genome coverage.

The reason why microbes methylate Hg is still unclear. Methylation of Hg facilitates the detoxification of the cell (Regnell and Watras, 2019); however no strong correlation between the concentrations of Hg and MeHg and presence of the *hgcAB* gene cluster has been found (Christensen et al., 2019; Regnell and Watras, 2019), in contrast to the mer operon which is a multi-proteins detoxification systems in which clustered genes in an operon produce the proteins needed to reduce Hg\(^2+\) to volatile Hg\(^0\) and expel it from the cell (Nascimento and Chartone-Souza, 2003). This evidence could imply that while *hgcAB* is used by cells to remove Hg, the primary function of these genes may not be Hg detoxification but could be related to one-carbon metabolism and metal homeostasis, as suggested by Qian et al. (2018). Additionally, the *hgcAB* gene cluster is not essential for the survival of the microorganisms in the environment (Parks et al., 2013).

The methylation rate depends mainly on two parameters: the concentration of bioavailable Hg and the activity of methyllating bacteria. Microbial populations need specific conditions to live and subsequently to produce MeHg. Several parameters have to be taken into account when assessing the productivity of a bacterial population, such as temperature, pH, redox potential, organic matter (OM), and sulfide (Paranjape and Hall, 2017; Bravo and Cosio, 2019).

In contrast, both biotic and abiotic degradations of MeHg are important processes in natural systems that regulate the concentration of MeHg in sediments and waters. Demethylation in natural environments occurs through biotic (mediated by numerous strains of aerobes and anaerobes) (Zhang and Planas, 1994; Matilainen and Verta, 1995; Lu et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2017; Paranjape and Hall, 2017) and abiotic processes such as photodegradation of MeHg, which is considered to be the main process of abiotic demethylation, and chemical degradation of MeHg, which is linked mainly to the selenoamino assisted degradation (Paranjape and Hall, 2017; Du et al., 2019).

**MERCURY METHYLATION IN THE WATER COLUMN**

All known microorganisms carrying the *hgcAB* gene cluster are obligate anaerobes (Gilmour et al., 2013), an observation that suggests an incompatibility between Hg methylation and water columns (where anoxic conditions are rare), limiting the MeHg production zone of aquatic systems to anoxic bottom sediments. Early studies (Topping and Davies, 1981; Mason and Fitzgerald, 1990)
showed the presence of MeHg in the marine water column. Many other studies - discussed in the next paragraph - have confirmed these findings both in marine and freshwater water columns. This apparent paradox has three possible explanations: i) the presence of anoxic microenvironments along the water column that can sustain Hg methylation by obligate anaerobes; ii) different pathways for Hg methylation beside the hgcAB pathway; and iii) the presence of the hgcAB methylation pathway inside microorganisms that are not obligate anaerobes (Bowman et al., 2019). The last two hypotheses remain to be tested, although some indications in their favor already exist. Gionfriddo et al. (2016) identified the microaerophilic bacterium Nitrospina as a potential methylator in Antarctic sea ice, which was supported by Villar et al. (2020) who identified Nitrospina as a likely key player in Hg methylation in the oxic subsurface of all oceans. Podar et al. (2015) found little to no evidence for the presence of the hgcA gene cluster in the pelagic marine water column; interestingly, they found hgcA-like sequences in several metagenomes from the mesopelagic equatorial Pacific Ocean and the Southern Atlantic Ocean, which were also identified in Artic seawater by Bowman et al. (2019). Using polymerase chain reaction amplification and shotgun metagenomics, they did not find hgcAB in the Artic water column; instead, they identified Hg-cycling genes from the mer operon and hgcA-like paralogs. Munson et al. (2018) proposed that non-cellular or extracellular methylation and demethylation mechanisms, such as Hg-ligands, competing metals and particle-driven demethylation, could be of major importance in understanding the concentrations of MeHg in oligotrophic marine waters.

The hypothesis of a specific microenvironment in which Hg methylation could occur along the water column is supported by an increasing number of reports in both marine (Monperrus et al., 2007a; Monperrus et al., 2007b; Cossa et al., 2011; Lehnherr et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Blum et al., 2013; Lamborg et al., 2016; Bianchi et al., 2018) and freshwater environments (Eckley and Hintelmann, 2006; Gascón Díez et al., 2016). As the literature agrees that particulate organic carbon (POC) is the main candidate for this ecological niche of methylating obligate anaerobes, we present a comprehensive review of the role of POC in Hg methylation in the following paragraphs.

Evidence from macro-environment observations

Evidence for the presence MeHg in oceanic water columns has been collected by several authors from every ocean and the Mediterranean Sea (Topping and Davies, 1981; Mason and Fitzgerald, 1990; Mason and Fitzgerald, 1993; Kirk et al., 2008; Cossa et al., 2009; Sunderland et al., 2009; Cossa et al., 2011; Lehnhert et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Bowman et al., 2015; Bowman et al., 2016; Cossa et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), except for the Indian Ocean, which remains untested. The vast majority of the literature agrees on the importance of remineralization of OM in driving Hg methylation along water columns. Many pieces of evidence were collected and experiments have been carried out to test this hypothesis, e.g., Monperrus et al. (2007a, 2007b) conducted experiments in the marine and coastal waters of the Mediterranean Sea. They carried out several incubation experiments using isotopically enriched spikes of Hg and MeHg species (199Hg[II] and Me201Hg) to assess the relative importance of photochemical versus biological processes in Hg transformation mechanisms. Their results show that Hg methylation takes place in the oxic surface seawater, especially in the lower euphotic zone where the photochemical processes (i.e., photodemethylation) are attenuated and the biomass concentration is at a maximum.

Similarly, Lehnherr et al. (2011) conducted several incubations in polar marine water, with samples from across the Canadian Artic Archipelago. They reported Hg methylation in the oxic waters that was strongly related to POC abundance and microbial decomposition.

Cossa et al. (2009) produced a high-resolution vertical profile of MeHg concentrations in the Mediterranean Sea. Their results showed, for the first time, that within the most biologically active zone, the MeHg vertical profile followed a nutrient-like pattern. Following this evidence, the authors suggest that the in situ methylation of inorganic Hg is associated with the mineralization of OM.

Cossa et al. (2011) found some of the highest concentrations of MeHg among open ocean waters in Antarctic waters. They found that MeHg concentrations increased with depth at the 27 stations located between Tasmania and Antarctica. They suggested that Hg methylation results from phytoplankton blooms, which produce particles able to scavenge Hg from the subsurface waters and are subsequently used as substrate for methylating microorganisms in hypoxic zones along the water column. The link between the oxygen depleted zone (ODZ) and mineralization of OM as the main parameters that promote Hg methylation in marine water columns has been suggested by several authors in other parts of the world (Lamborg et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012; Blum et al., 2013; Bowman et al., 2015; Bowman et al., 2016; Lamborg et al., 2016; Cossa et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017; Cossa et al., 2018; Soerensen et al., 2018). Recently, Soerensen et al. (2018) found MeHg in hypoxic and anoxic waters at 2-6 and 30–55 times higher concentrations than in oxic water in the Baltic Sea, respectively. Their results suggest that concentrations of elemental Hg can be associated with redox conditions in the water column and are linked to the cycles of Fe and S, which in turn cause a highly dynamic speciation and bioavailability of Hg in the hypoxic zone. While phytoplankton mostly thrive in the oxic zone,
Soerensen et al. (2018) also found that zooplankton are exposed to two to six times higher MeHg concentrations in hypoxic than in oxic water during summer, creating a dangerous input of MeHg into the food chain.

In contrast, other authors suggest that only the bacterial decomposition of POC has a real impact on Hg methylation in the marine water column. Malcolm et al. (2010) found no evidence correlating the oceanic oxygen deficient zone with increased Hg methylation, but did observe a strong link with the rate of biological decomposition of OM, an observation supported by the work of Sunderland et al. (2009) who found decreasing MeHg concentrations with increasing apparent oxygen utilization in the Eastern North Pacific. Moreover, Lamborg et al. (2008) showed that the highest MeHg concentration in the Black Sea was recorded at the top of the low oxygen zone, in contrast with the study of Rosati et al. (2018), which identified the maximum MeHg peak in the permanently anoxic water of the Black Sea, suggesting that this layer is the major source of MeHg for the entire basin.

Eckley and Hintelmann (2006) found increasing concentrations of MeHg along the water column of several Canadian lakes, where the seasonal variations in the oxygencline create anoxic conditions. Their data showed a doubling of the concentration of MeHg at 80 cm above the sediment/water interface, which was oxic in July and became anoxic in September, and the occurrence of active methylation. They propose two possible explanations for this finding: 1) diffusion from the epilimnetic sediment via particles that resettle in other parts of the lake, and 2) methylation in the anoxic portion of the water column. The second hypothesis is consistent with the work of Rosati et al. (2018) in the permanent anoxic layer of the Black Sea. These authors conclude from their findings that in water bodies where oxygen depletion or absence at the bottom of the water column is induced by summer stratification, hypoxia-anoxia conditions could enhance MeHg production over areas much larger than originally thought, producing a significant amount of MeHg.

Despite some contradictory evidence regarding the importance of the ODZ in Hg methylation along marine water columns, POC mineralization appears to be a driving factor regulating MeHg production in the water column. POC, especially sinking particles, has been the leading candidate in determining the microenvironment in which Hg methylation takes place in the water column.

Evidence from microenvironment observations

In order for the settling particles to sustain Hg methylation, there is the need for an anoxic microenvironment inside the particle or the entire particle to be anoxic. In both cases, an Eh gradient should exist between the particle and external environment (i.e., the water column) resulting from the different redox conditions.

Alldredge and Cohen (1987) found a persistent oxygen and pH gradient in the microenvironment around marine snow. They used a calibrated oxygen microelectrode with a sensing tip of 2.5 µm on particles ranging from 1 to 4 mm. The oxygen was partially, but continuously, depleted within and around marine snow in the dark and at times completely depleted within large fecal pellets, creating anoxic microenvironments at the core of these particles where oxygen-free related processes could occur. Moreover, Glud et al. (2015) found evidence of existing anoxic microenvironments with high microbial activity inside copepod carcasses. Even in oxygen-saturated water, carcasses of Calanus finmarchicus had an anoxic interior that gradually expanded with decreasing ambient O2 levels. Following this evidence, Ortiz et al. (2015) designed an experiment in which marine settling particles were produced in a controlled microcosm using sieved estuarine sediment. The size of these particles was heterogeneous and spanned 0.2 µm to >300 µm. Using isotopically enriched Hg spikes, these authors measured the Hg methylation rates comparable to those measured in sediments, highlighting the possibility of methylation in marine snow and small particles in open ocean and coastal waters.

In a previous study in Lake Constance, Grossart and Simon (1993) studied the macroaggregates - named lake snow - and showed the similarities and differences between this and its marine equivalent. In terms of its abundance, chemical composition, settling velocity, microbial colonization, and bacterial production, lake snow is fairly similar to marine snow. In contrast, the formation of lake snow aggregates is mostly dependent on wind induced turbulences and presents differences in particle composition because of the differences between marine and freshwater plankton communities. Regardless, all of these results show that lake snow, similar to marine snow, represents an important site for OM mineralization, nutrient regeneration, and, potentially, Hg methylation.

As discussed above, settling particles are of great importance in the aquatic environment. Inputs of new particulate material via rivers, the resuspension of sediments from the lake (or sea) basin, and contributions originating from the in situ production of fresh OM from plants, algae, phyto- and zooplankton, and inorganic particles (silica from diatom frustules and carbonates from precipitation in hard water lakes) represent the main source of settling particles in aquatic environments (Gardner et al., 1985; Blais and Kalff, 1995). The presence of micro- and macroaggregates in the water column plays an important role in the cycles of nutrients and pollutants (Grossart and Simon, 1993; Wieland et al., 2001; Ortiz et al., 2015), owing to the mainly organic composition and high concentration of bacteria in these particles (Grossart and Simon, 1993; Simon et al., 2002).

All of these studies suggest the presence of a source
of MeHg aside from sediment in freshwater/estuarine environments. Presently, there is no direct observation of Hg methylation in the settling particles in a lake water column. However, Gascón Díez et al. (2016), via sediment traps in Lake Geneva, found high MeHg concentrations in settling particles, likely as a result of SRB methylation activity within the oxic water column.

**Evidence from biota**

Finally, indirect evidence of the possible role of methylation within the water column include studies in freshwater environments highlighting the unrelated concentrations of MeHg in lake biota compared to the concentrations in sediment. Hammerschmidt and Fitzgerald (2006) compared a large dataset of MeHg concentrations in fish across the US. They found a weak correlation between MeHg in fish and parameters such as surface water pH, temperature, and wet atmospheric precipitations of sulfate; however, the levels of atmospheric Hg account for about two-thirds of the MeHg variation in fish. Moreover, Zhou et al. (2017) found declining temporal trends in MeHg concentrations in top predator fish in several US lakes from 2004 to 2015. Those trends were related to a decreasing regional atmospheric Hg emission rather than a lower concentration of MeHg in the sediment. Hodson et al. (2014) found the highest MeHg concentrations in biota near the Canadian Saint Francis Lake tributaries and not near the most contaminated industrial site, suggesting that legacy Hg in surficial sediments is not bioavailable to aquatic biota.

Other important evidence was collected in both marine and freshwater environments in studies on the base of the trophic chain (*i.e.*, phyto and zooplankton), coupling MeHg concentrations with parameters such as feeding ecology, size, species, etc. Kainz and Mazumder (2005) studied the zooplankton efficiency in retaining MeHg in several lakes on Vancouver Island, Canada. Using dietary lipid biomarkers, they found that MeHg concentrations were not significantly related to zooplankton taxonomy, but did have a strong direct correlation with zooplankton size. Their results suggest that macrozooplankton (>500 µm), the preferred size for planktivorous fish, are the most efficient at retaining and accumulating MeHg, and eventually incorporating it into the trophic chain.

Chiang et al. (2021) studied bio-magnification of MeHg in coastal food webs of Patagonian fjords and Antarctic Peninsula. They found that nearshore food webs show an increased MeHg bio-magnification compared to the off-shore ones. They conclude that this is probably due to the supply of freshwater that increases the bioavailability of Hg for the base of the food web.

Wu et al. (2019a) reviewed several works from different aquatic ecosystem on the bio-concentration and the bio-magnification of MeHg at the base of the food chain (phyto and zoo-plankton), to determine which process better predicts MeHg concentration in fish. They found that bio-concentration of MeHg in phytoplankton predicts 63% of the variability of MeHg concentrations in fish, while zooplanktivory diet did not appear to have a significant correlation with MeHg in fish.

Phytoplankton represents the entry point of Hg species into the food chain because of its faculty to scavenge Hg from the subsurface waters and transfer it deeper by settling after the cell death. Pickhardt and Fisher (2007) used 203Hg to compare inorganic Hg and MeHg uptake in five phytoplankton species (three eukaryotic and two prokaryotic) in two water bodies characterized by low and high dissolved organic carbon (DOC). For MeHg, they found volume concentrations 2 to 2.6 times higher in high DOC water than in low DOC water for eukaryotic cells, while the concentrations were similar in prokaryote cells. This increase can be explained by a difference in the Hg speciation between high and low DOC; the authors suggest that due to the greater abundance of the lipid-soluble, neutral methylmercury chloride complex CH3HgCl in high DOC waters, MeHg uptake could be enhanced. They also found a positive correlation between MeHg concentrations and the ratio of the surface area over volume of the cell, a correlation that is not present with inorganic mercury. These results are consistent with the work of Zhang et al. (2020) who developed a global 3D simulation of MeHg in seawater and phyto and zooplankton based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technology global circulation model. Their model suggests that diatoms and Synechococcus spp. (a picocyanobacteria) are the most important phytoplankton categories for the transfer of MeHg from seawater to herbivorous zooplankton, contributing 35% and 25%, respectively.

Moreover, a dietary analysis was carried out by Wu et al. (2019b) using stable isotopes and fatty acids to assess the role of the food source in Hg and MeHg biomagnification in six Swedish lakes. They found that terrestrial and algae diets together predicted more than 66% of the Hg variability in meso zooplankton (100–500 µm) and macro-zooplankton (>500 µm). Additionally, physico-chemical parameters like pH and DOC were also correlated with Hg bioaccumulation, suggesting an influence of such parameters on mediating the impact of consuming different dietary sources.

Poste et al. (2019) conducted a comparative research between two contrasted boreal lakes in Norway characterized one by low amount of terrestrial OM (clear-water) and the other with high amount of terrestrial OM (brown-water). They determined zooplankton MeHg accumulation and dietary preferences in both lakes. They found that high amount of terrestrial OM results in high concentrations of MeHg in water and zooplankton and reduces zooplankton dietary dependence on phytoplankton. This in
turn reduces the quality of zooplankton as a feeding source (i.e., high MeHg concentrations) with effects on all trophic levels.

Phytoplankton and zooplankton represent the first step in the pelagic trophic chain and are important vectors for MeHg biomagnification across the food web. The localization and characterization of their source of exposure to MeHg is an important step to understanding how MeHg enters the food web and is an essential information for every remediation project in a given environment.

**Conceptual model of the short path of the food chain**

The role of Hg methylation in settling particles in a limnic environment is schematized in Fig. 1. Microorganism colonies in settling particles will begin to methylate Hg thanks to the redox gradient present inside the particles and their prevalent organic composition. The two production sites, represented by sediment (brown) and settling particles (green), create two different entry points into the trophic chain for MeHg, which in turn creates two different paths of MeHg biomagnification, represented in Fig. 1 by the short and long path.

The importance of the short path can be seen in marine environments where the greater depths make the transfer of MeHg from the sediment into the pelagic trophic chain less likely, making MeHg production from suspended and settling particles more important because it takes place where low-trophic-level biota, such as zooplankton, thrive, increasing their MeHg exposure and entering into the pelagic food web (Soerensen *et al.*, 2018; Wang *et al.*, 2018). While the bottom sediments of a shallow lake probably represent the main MeHg source of exposure for all the biota, a deep lake could behave similarly to an ocean in terms of separation between the long and short transfer paths, giving more importance to Hg methylation in the water column with respect to the exposure of biota. Nevertheless, several different site-specific variables must be taken into account to adjust this model. Depth can function as a separator between the pelagic short path and

![Fig. 1. Schematic summary of the role of suspended particles for Hg incorporation into the food chain in a freshwater environment.](image-url)
the benthic long path, but sediment resuspension can transport MeHg produced in the bottom sediment to the upper layers of the lake via particles, mixing the MeHg contribution from epilimnetic production with that from the sediment (Fig. 1). This resuspension from the bottom sediment can occur following several dynamics, the presence and effectiveness of which are site-specific: wind, tributaries, and density currents. Moreover, biotic and abiotic demethylation inside and around resuspended particles could occur, reducing the amount of MeHg that reaches the epilimnetic production zone. Finally, photoreduction of Hg to volatile Hg⁰ is an important reaction in removing bioavailable Hg before it reaches the MeHg production microenvironments. In natural waters, Hg photoreduction is known to increase with increasing content of DOC (Costa and Liss, 1999). This trend peaks at a Hg/DOC ratio of 1134 ng mg⁻¹, according to Wang et al. (2020), corresponding to the maximum photoreduction rate; further increase or decrease of this ratio will in turn decrease the Hg reduction rate. Studies on these dynamics and how they affect the system are needed to determine the relative importance between the short and long path in a given environment.

SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

This review highlights the oxic water column as another important site of MeHg production in deep lakes. The presence of settling particles in aquatic systems (lake and marine snow) is the key factor which permits Hg methylation in an environment otherwise incompatible with anoxic bacterial activity. The microenvironments that form around and inside these micro- and macroaggregates, coupled with their composition rich in OM, create the perfect substrate for methylators to proliferate.

The existence of a source of MeHg inside the ecosystem in which the majority of macroinvertebrates and fish live is of great importance and should be further investigated and elucidated. While marine environments present a large and increasing literature on the subject, the same cannot be said of freshwater systems.

To address this knowledge gap, it is of great importance to identify and standardize sampling and analysis setups to create comparable data about THg and MeHg concentrations. Specifically, there is a need to design a sampling setup capable of recovering suspended and settling particles without creating any unwanted effects (e.g., change in redox conditions, increased temperature) that could interfere with the actual MeHg concentrations. An ideal sampling setup should consist of a system capable of sampling particles from the water column (e.g., an in situ pump) and quickly transfer them onto a collecting device on which the particles can accumulate (e.g., filters). Afterward, the sample must be stored (possibly frozen to block biotic processes) and freeze-dried as soon as possible. In order to facilitate analysis, a collecting device from which the particles can be isolated could be very useful. Moreover, the collected samples should be used to determine the presence of the gene cluster hgcAB and to identify the microbial community present in the samples through shotgun or high-throughput sequencing metagenomics. Once the analytical setup has been identified, it should be applied to different systems in order to obtain a set of relevant data needed to elucidate this step in Hg cycling in the aquatic environment. Another knowledge gap that needs to be addressed is the quantification of the MeHg flux that goes from settling particles to low-trophic-level biota (e.g., zooplankton). This step is of major importance to quantify the real threat of this pelagic source of MeHg and to assess biomagnification rates. This could be realized in a macrocosm experiment with isotopic tracers to track MeHg inside various biota species.
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